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Brian Schultz

From: Cristina Slaton
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 8:38 AM
To: Commissioner Correspondence
Subject: Docket Correspondence 20200181
Attachments: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida; Please remove roadblocks to 
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Good morning, 
 
Please place the attached emails in CORRESPONDENCE‐Consumers & Representatives in docket 20200181‐EU. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 
Cristina Slaton 
Executive Assistant to Commissioner Polmann 
PH:  (850) 413-6018 
FX: (850) 413-6019 
cslaton@psc.state.fl.us 
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Brian Schultz

From: Steven Zeit <stevez260@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 4:23 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Steven Zeit  
Palm Bay Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Karen Laakaniemi <klaakan@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 3:22 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Karen Laakaniemi  
Pensacola Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Croitiene ganMoryn <adanto@jps.net>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 2:54 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Croitiene ganMoryn  
Ocala Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Kathy Flocco-McMaster <flockster16@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 12:43 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Kathy Flocco-McMaster  
Clearwater Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Brittany Peters <britmatany@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 12:21 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Brittany Peters  
Palmetto Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Helen Goldenberg <helengolde@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 12:18 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Helen Goldenberg  
Tamarac Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: K. Paro <3catsdesign@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 12:10 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
K. Paro  
Daytona Beach Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Deborah Veres <deborahveres@att.net>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 11:51 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Deborah Veres  
Palm Springs Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Kathleen Sewright <ksewright@email.toast.net>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 11:31 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Floridians are very excited about renewable and green energy! They help the environment, create good-paying 
jobs and they save customers money. What's not to like? We here in Florida should BUILD on that! 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process. 
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers. 
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Kathleen Sewright  
Winter Springs Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Mildred Caban <mildred19931@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:33 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Mildred Caban  
Boca Raton Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: David Leithauser <leithauser@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:26 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
David Leithauser  
New Smyrna Beach Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Elizabeth Kleissler <lizkleissler@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:21 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Elizabeth Kleissler  
Melbourne Beach Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Adam Suid <ads19h@my.fsu.edu>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:12 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Adam Suid  
Naples Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Moon Reilly <mooniepie@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 9:55 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Moon Reilly  
Pinellas Park Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Moon Reilly <mooniepie@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 9:54 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Moon Reilly  
Pinellas Park Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Jimmy Doty <jimmydoty1@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 9:52 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Jimmy Doty  
Daytona Beach Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: s serne <fabricartmiracle@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 9:26 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
s serne  
Tampa Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Kathryn Deibler <kdibes@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:20 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Kathryn Deibler  
Tavernier Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Kathryn Flood <kflood23@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:03 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Kathryn Flood  
Stuart Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Marilyn Close-Battoe <mclosebattoe@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 7:53 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Marilyn Close-Battoe  
Gainesville Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Marilyn Vohs <mvohs414@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 7:27 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Marilyn Vohs  
St. Petersburg Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Beth Kessinger <bethk60@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 7:10 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Beth Kessinger  
Sunrise Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Beth Anz <musikangl@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 6:56 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Beth Anz  
Palm Bay Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Marc Maslov <marcmaslov@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 6:25 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Marc Maslov  
Jupiter Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Roberta Martin <maroth23@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 6:14 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process. 
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers. 
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting.  
 
FPL customers should not have to pay for FPL's capital experditure programs. They make enough profit to pay 
for that themselves. 
Tired of overpaying !!!!! 
 
Regards,  
Roberta Martin  
Boynton Beach Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Tara Hottenstein <thottens@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 6:00 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Tara Hottenstein  
Gulfport Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Kent Smith <wastes_r_us@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 5:59 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Kent Smith  
Melbourne Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Linda Anderson <lindakayanderson@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 5:38 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Linda Anderson  
Punta Gorda Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Mary Garcin <marylougarcin@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 5:37 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Mary Garcin  
Tampa Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: Suzanne Valencia <suzmvalencia@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 5:29 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
Suzanne Valencia  
Melbourne Florida  
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Brian Schultz

From: James Degen <dre241@juno.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 5:04 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Polmann
Subject: Please remove roadblocks to energy efficiency in Florida

Dear Public Service Commissioner Polmann, 
 
Florida’s largest utilities badly trail leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy 
savings to customers. That’s short-sighted because energy efficiency is the quickest, cheapest, and cleanest way 
to meet our energy needs and tackle climate change -- but outdated practices in setting state energy efficiency 
goals are holding us back. Let’s fix that through this rulemaking process.  
 
As you consider changes to your goal setting rule, I ask that you reform the cost-effectiveness and screening 
practices that previously led many utilities to propose goals of zero to this Commission. I understand that 
Florida is the only state that relies primarily on these practices.  
Energy efficiency programs have taken on new importance in light of the economic fallout from the COVID-19 
crisis. Florida families should not have to make a choice between paying a power bill or buying essentials like 
food and medicine. Now is the time to remove the roadblocks to energy savings in order to provide more and 
better energy efficiency programs to customers.  
 
It’s time to use the new rulemaking to update your decades-old practices, and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. Please use this opportunity to get input from the 
public and experts in this field before rushing to revise the rule on conservation goal-setting. 
 
Regards,  
James Degen  
Haines City Florida  
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